.Find your new challenge as an

Engineer (m/f/d)
Job ID: HAM-60548513/ Location: Hamburg/ Working hours: Full-time

What you can expect:
Join AERO | HighProfessionals - partner of Airbus and one of the largest personnel service providers in the
aerospace industry. Get a permanent position with our customer, receive Equal Pay and lay the
foundation for the potential takeover at Germany's largest aircraft manufacturer in Hamburg with your
excellent work.

We offer you:


Unlimited employment contract



Above-average payment or Equal Pay



Comprehensive support during the recruitment process and as an employee



Attractive company pension plan



Chance to be permanently hired Germany's largest airline company



Flexible handling of overtime, such as time off in lieu or payout

For our customer in Hamburg, we are looking for an engineer (m/f/d). The following tasks
are within your field of activity:


design consulting for the preparation and modification of construction documents



the identification of manufacturing problems and the initiation of corrective actions



the bundling of disruptions in IT tools



the planning of the resulting modifications including the coordination of the downstream
sequence



the cooperation in projects for the continuous optimization of the production areas, working
methods and introduction of new technologies



the technical consulting for process optimizations between Manufacturing, Engineering and
manufacturing

Your strengths:
As an engineer (m/f/d) with our customer, you have:
 a degree in the field of engineering or electrical engineering


Professional experience in the areas of work preparation, production planning/production
planning-control as well as manufacturing engineering



In-depth knowledge of MS-Office and SAP



Business fluent in German and English

Employment conditions:
Hourly rate: 32-36 Euros depending on work experience and/or length of service.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO RECEIVING YOUR APPLICATION!
Special information
This position is with a temporary employment agency in the aviation/aerospace industry, offering Equal
Pay. Along with this, you benefit from reliable work planning and the chance to be integrated
permanently into the customer’s operations. At AERO - Partner of Airbus – specialists will support you
from the very beginning; whether in the area of application, recruitment, accounting or business travel, or
any other other questions that may arise.
We appreciate electronic application documents, consisting of a detailed curriculum vitae, a short cover
letter including your salary expectation and your certificates (school, training and work certificates other
certificates) with a maximum size of 4 MB.

